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Introduction

XIP4200H from Xiphera is an Intellectual Property (IP) core implementing Elliptic Curve Di�e-
Hellman (ECDH) and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). This IP core demonstrates
a capability of executing over a thousand operations per second when deployed on a modern
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or Application-Speci�c Integrated Circuit (ASIC). The IP
core comprehensively covers all NIST P curves, namely P-192, P-224, P-256, P-384, and P-521, within
a singular IP core instance. It also facilitates the utilization of user-speci�ed elliptic curves. The IP
core includes hardened protections against multiple-trace side-channel attacks.

XIP4200H has been designed for easy integration with FPGA- and ASIC-based designs in a
vendor-agnostic design methodology, and the functionality of XIP4200H does not rely on any FPGA
manufacturer-speci�c features.

Key Features

• High Speed: XIP4200H is optimized for high speed. For example, a key generation on NIST
P-256 requires approximately 180k clock cycles, and XIP4200H can compute over a thousand
operations per second on modern high-speed FPGAs and ASICs.

• Versatile Curve Support: XIP4200H natively supports all NIST P curves [2] within a single
IP core instance. Customer-speci�ed curves can be added into the set of supported curves.

• Secure Architecture: Execution time and pattern of operations are independent of the
secret values providing full protection against timing-based side-channel attacks. XIP4200H
includes hardened protections against multi-trace side-channel attacks (for example, DPA).
XIP4200H is fully RTL-based with no embedded software or CPU components.
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• Standard Compliance: XIP4200H is compliant with FIPS 186-5 [3] and SP 800-56A [1].
XIP4200H and can be used as a part of numerous public-key systems and protocols including
IKEv2 [5] [9] [4] and TLS 1.3 [8].

• Easy Integration: The simple 32-bit interface supports easy system integration.

Functionality

XIP4200H can be used for elliptic curve key generation, computation of Di�e-Hellman shared
secrets as well as for ECDSA signature generation and veri�cation [3]. It is a very versatile IP
core that can be used in a variety of cryptographic protocols and systems. XIP4200H supports
all NIST P curves [2]: P-192, P-224, P-256, P-384, and P-521. NIST P curves are the most widely
used elliptic curves and systems using ECC commonly support P-256 and/or P-384. It is possible
to prepare customer-speci�c sets of supported curves including even customer-speci�ed elliptic
curves. Xiphera will also be extending the set of natively supported curves in future versions of
XIP4200H (for example, Brainpool curves [7] as well as Curve25519 and Curve448 [6]).

The main optimization objective for XIP4200H is high performance. It supports high-speed
computation of elliptic curve cryptography operations typically used in practical protocols and
systems including key generation, digital signature signing and veri�cation, and calculation of Di�e–
Hellman shared secret. It includes various security checks for the input values to prevent accidental
or deliberate misuse that could compromise the security of the cryptosystem. These include
validating that the input points are valid points on the curve and prevention of accidential misuse
of values that should be used only once (ECDSA nonces).

XIP4200H includes advanced protections against side-channel attacks. Most importantly, all
operations in XIP4200H are fully constant time and follow regular patterns of sub-operations.
The only exception is the ECDSA veri�cation which does not utilize any secret values and, thus,
cannot be a target for side-channel attacks. XIP4200H also allows to randomize long-term keys (in
particular, the ECDSA signing key) so that each calculation using the same key happens in a di�erent
randomized form. Also the temporary values during elliptic curve operations are randomized.
These protections provide very high security even against side-channel attacks utilizing multiple
measurements with the same key, which are sometimes called multi-trace or DPA attacks.

XIP4200H implements the main elliptic curve operations and requires an external random
number generator (e.g. XIP8001B). Use of ECDSA also requires an external hash function.

Block Diagram

The internal high-level block diagram of XIP4200H is depicted in Figure 1.

Interfaces

The external interfaces of XIP4200H are depicted in Figure 2.
This Product Brief describes a high-level overview of the functionality and capabilities of XIP4200H.

Please contact sales@xiphera.com for a complete datasheet with a detailed description of the in-
put and output signals, startup procedure of XIP4200H, example simulation waveforms, and the
FPGA resource requirements of your targeted FPGA family.
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Figure 1: Internal high-level block diagram of XIP4200H
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Figure 2: External interfaces of XIP4200H

FPGA Resources and Performance

Tables 1 presents the FPGA resource requirements for representative implementations on di�erent
FPGA architectures. On request, the resource estimates can also be supplied for other FPGA
families.
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Device Resources fmax

AMD Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ (-2-i) 36689 LUT, 10583 FF, 4 BRAM, 47 DSP 212.27 MHz
AMD Xilinx Versal Prime (-2HP-i-S) 40130 LUT, 10770 FF, 4 BRAM, 47 DSP 206.14 MHz
Intel Agilex F (1V) 24930 ALM, 18 M20K, 25 DSP 224.72 MHz
Intel Stratix 10 (1V) 25653 ALM, 18 M20K, 25 DSP 131.98 MHz

Table 1: Resource usage and performance of both variants of the XIP4200H on representative
FPGA families.

Example Use Cases

XIP4200H has several applications, as ECC on NIST prime curves are popular asymmetric cryp-
tography schemes that are used in a number of standardized communications protocols, including
IPsec, MACsec and TLS (Transport Layer Security) versions 1.2 and 1.3.

Ordering and Deliverables

Please contact sales@xiphera.com for pricing and your preferred delivery method. XIP4200H can
be shipped in a number of formats, including netlist, source code, or encrypted source code.
Additionally, synthesis scripts, a comprehensive testbench, and a detailed datasheet including an
integration guide are included.

About Xiphera

Xiphera specializes in secure and e�cient implementations of standardized cryptographic algo-
rithms on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Application Speci�c Integrated Circuits
(ASICs). Our fully in-house designed product portfolio includes individual cryptographic Intellec-
tual Property (IP) cores, as well as comprehensive security solutions built from a combination of
individual IP cores.

Xiphera is a Finnish company operating under the laws of the Republic of Finland, and is fully
owned by Finnish citizens and institutional investors.

Contact

Xiphera Oy
Tekniikantie 12
FIN-02150 Espoo
Finland
sales@xiphera.com
+358 20 730 5252
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